
Bikri Kendra – Hexagon 20 Golden 3D Acrylic Stickers Decorative
Mirror Stickers Wall Stickers at Rs. 229

Code {value_code}
Discount 81%
Expires On {value_expires_on}
External URL https://www.amazon.in/dp/B072Q4Y2Q8/?tag=deals0c25-21
Keywords
Hits 156

URL
https://www.ibizexpert.com/deals/detail/bikri-kendra-8211-hexagon-20-golden-3d-acrylic-
stickers-decorative-mirror-stickers-wall-stickers-at-rs-229-1028

Dimension : see 2nd image for exact size, see all images or read product detail or description firstly
befor buying any doubt please raise a query to us
suitable:painted,ceramic walls,even glossy wall,tiles,unfrosted glass,plastic,plain wooden
surface,laminates,distemper wall any smooth surface.not suitable for bumpy,grainy surface,oily
surface,wet walls,texture.Its not just for walls and can be used on any smooth flat surface and DIY
projects
its not real mirror its just for decorative purpose.this product will be an excellent pick for you,this
product enhances any home with on-trend style and beautiful eye-catching modern design
aesthetics.make your home beautiful search Bikri kendra a trusted brand of amazon.decorate your
dream walls makes a great gift too ideal to decorate home office living room bedrooms kids room
drawing room nursery hall room wall office wall ceilings childeren room bathroom
When you open the product, you may find that there are some scratched marks or dust on the
product. But please dont worry, because the product is covered by the protective film. So if you tear
down the protective film, you can see a brand-new clean mirror.material acrylic, not glass. 100% new
and high quality. non-toxic, environmental protection.Easy to apply & remove, not reusable.
premium quality wall mirror sticker,acrylic stickers, wall decor for living room, wall stickers for
bedroom, wall sticker for hall, stickers for wall, wall stickers for bedroom, 3d wall stickers for living
room, sticker for wall decoration, bedroom wall sticker, door stickers for home, wall stickers for hall
room, mirror sticker, adhesive sticker, makeup mirror, wall sticker & mural, 3d mirror
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